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Editorial

Youmay be surprised to have another number of CHILD AND MAN in

your hands only two months or so after the previous one. I am making
every effort to catch up time lost by the late appearance of previous

numbers and hope, by publishing every two months instead of three for the rest

of the year, to bring out No. 10 by December, when it is actually due.

We have several articles this time by contributors whose names have not so

far appearedon these pages, and therefore need some introduction. Miss Fox was

one of the five original founder-teachers of Michael Hall and knew Doctor Steiner

personally. She has run a hostel for many years and, because of her very great
experience in this work, we are most glad to print her article. Miss Bennell was

one of the founders of Wynstones School and is now warden of Hawkwood

College, Stroud, which has been established especially for young people. Her
article on a very important subject will, I hope, be the first of a series by several
writers. Theodora Veenhof is a teacher at the famous Vrije School at the Hague
and deals delightfullywith the first beginnings of nature study with the little

children. The other contributors need no introduction, as articles by them both

have appeared in previous numbers.
H. L. HETHERINGTON.
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The Training oft/Je Will in Childhood

INa previous number of CHILD AND MAN A. C. Harwood briefly described

th.e threefold human being as regards his two poles of thought and will, with
feeling as mediator between the two. The conscious pole, thinking, finds

physicalexpression in the brain and nervous sy?tem, the uncons?iouswi?lin !he
metabolic and limb system, and between them Ires the sub-conscious feeling life,
which lives in the rhythmic system. One cannot, of course, ?ake such a clea_r-
cut division between

.

these three soul faculties, but must notice, rather, how m

keen sense observation and thought there lies an element of will, while many will
impulses come to light as a thought of the deed about to be done.

.It is this latter fact which has led to a widespread misunderstanding of the
will, to the oft-repeated l'ictur? of the post office in the b??n, rec?ivingand
sending out messages which brmg_about m.ovemen?and acti:v1ty.With such a

conception an educator can do noth:mgto tram the will ?f a child, but 1!1u?tleave
its development to the play upon him of chance happenings and the child s often
chaotic impulses.
This problem of the will is perhaps one of the most mysterious which confronts

us when we desire to come to a deeper understanding of human life, and we owe

it to Rudolf Steiner that we can develop some capacity for unravelling the pr'?blems
which belong to this important chapter of psychology. On the one ha?d hes the
ideal, the high resolve, which is cherished by many a man as that which makes
life worth while-and this can only come to expression in the world when he

struggles to give shape to ?e recalcitrant s? of life, _the.very !ubstanceof the
earth itself.'He comes to realise that the material world is given him (as a sculptor.
provides himself with clay, wood or marble out of which to fashion his .workof
art), so that his will may wrestle with this hard and yet malleable medium ?d
thus bring his ideals into actuality. But it is startling to become aware that will
lives in the earth not as a dead, inert mass offering resistance to anyone who would
mould and shape it, but rather as a- power which, .if it re1:11ainsunchec?edand
untransformed in man, works as an element destructive to his true humanity.

It is this interplay between the ego _and?e bli1?dforces of will t?at c'?nstitutes
.one of the most important ?pects of hfe-life which a man _leadsei0er m u!1con-
scious bondage to them or m ever-repeated effort to use all his faculties consciously
in the service of his ego.
Since the will is unconscious it cannot be directly trained in childhood, nor

can the teacher work fruitfully unless he·knows in what way the three soul faculties

gradually awaken in the growing boy or girl thro?g:houtth? diff?ren?stages of
life. In the tiny child, up to the change of teeth, it is the will which is the pre-
dominant characteristic of his make-up. Everyone knows how a baby can rule
the whole house, and it is obvious he is not open to persuasion by intellectual
arguments I Thinking has not yet awakened. Between the change of teeth and

puberty the child will be swayed chiefly by his feelings which are at ?rst stron?ly
interpenetrated with will, and only later, say from twelve years on, by his awakening
powers of thought and judgment. After puberty the faculty of abstract thought
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develops.A new human being, often unrecognisedas such, stands before the
teacher or parent. Verymuch depends at this time on the trainingwhich the will
has received in the earlier years of life.
It is important to realise the different ways in which these three soul faculties

awake?in a child, otherwise we may be in danger of regarding, for insta_nce,that child as stupid who lives chieflyin his will life. Intelligence tests may indicate
th?t a certain child is backward, even unfit to share in the education of "normal"
children, whereas the teacher will realise that the child is exceptionally gifted as

reg?ds his power of will. He knows that he can bring home a· few things to such
a child, alwayswith the aid of movement, activity and rhythm and by.this means
?raduallyawaken his sleeping powers of thinking. Other children are especially
rich in their feeling life and can only learn when knowledge approaches them in
the guise of colour, music and drama. Through these channels ·we can bring the
outer world to such children and so rouse the faculties of thinking and will.
Others

.

again, classed as highly intelligent, may be singularly lacking in-will,
in. relati!1gthought to activity. For instance, a little boy who was brilliant at
arithmetic repeatedly failed to count correctly the number of. steps as he walked
down the school staircase. Nor. could he step rhythmically in the eurhythmylesson. It took a long time in the case of this child to build a channel, as it were,from head.tol?bs-from thinking to activity.

. . .In considering the problem of the training of the will in childhood we have
to realise that by the time the child comes to school very much has already been
done for good or ill, consciouslyor unconsciously, by those who have surrounded
the child. The tiny child is a being in whom body, soul and spirit are interwoven
-his whole physical body is a sense organ which receives every soul and spirit
influence in its environment. These are taken up by the forces which are forming
and shaping his physical body. During these early years the child is building his
organs and into these organs, literallyinto their very being, are built the courage
or cowardice, the truth or falsehood, jhe wisdom or folly of the adults who
surround him. He needs, too, to live in an atmosphere of love, for love is like
the sunshine, helping to upbuild a strong physical organism, just as the sun's
rays woo the flowers into healthy growth.
The little child must be able to use his limbs vigorously,often not contributing

thereby to the comfort of the grown-ups in his environment I But it is obvious
that, since metabolism and limbs are the physicalexpression of the life of will,
a child's will can only unfold vigorouslyand harmoniouslywhen in the first years
of life a strong and healthy body has been developed--a vehicle which will present
as few hindrances as possible to the working of his soul and spirit.

It is above all important that the little child should ?ivein an atmosphere which
breathes gratitude, love and devotion. It is a natural element to .one who has ·so

lately descended from the spiritual world-only too soon vitiated by the apathy
and cynicism of those who surround him. It would carry us too far to discuss
why it is that such an attitude leads the student through knowledge to truth. But
it must here be emphasised that a child's capacity to enter with his will into
knowledgeand into life is enormously enhanced by an innate feeling of ?titude
for what life has to offer, and of lovingdevotion to the world of .nature and of man.
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By a process of metamorphosis, phantasy in a child is transformed into creative
thinking and active will in later life. Too often the child's wonderful gift of phantasy
is maimed or killed in his early years by unsuitable toys-the doll which is an

elaborate imitation of a person, r?ct8:Jlgular"!llimagi?ativebuilding bricks_,even
_mechanical toys. How much hap:p1erts the child who is allowed to create his own

playthings out of a few simpleobjects which leave plenty of scope for his imagina-
tion to work, or the one who is taken for a walk in the woods and allowed to romp,
and run hither and thither, accompanied by a grown-up who draws his attention
to the things which surround him, and welcomes.with delighted interest any sign
of the child's own creative activity.

The child will like best of all to spend his time imitating the grown-ups round
ban-cooking like mummy, gardening like daddy, and in these activities his will
finds right and harmonious expression.
And even in these very early years it i? of the greatest hell' to a child to ?o.

eurhythmy, to learn to step/ and move Joyfully and rhythmically•. Rhythm ts

essential in the developme1of the.will life of a child.
. . .At length the time co5?s for him to go to school-and this is a very crucial

moment of his life. He sh??ldnot learn intellectuallybefore th7tim?o?the change
of teeth, for until then all Hisforces are, or should be, engaged in building a strong
and healthy body. But after\that time, these forces are ready to be us7din act.ivities
of mind and soul. Just as, in e earliest years, will was the faculo/?hichdo?mat?d
the child, so now, between tli change of teeth and puberty?it 1? the fee/mg h?e
which is predominant: feeling, :ch fin?sphys!calexpression m th? rh?mic
system-in breathing and blood circu on. This means that the child will be

open to all that lives in rhythm, in colour, music and drama, in beauty and all
artistic activity. Only later will the child's power of abstract thought aw?ken,and
the feeling life is the bridge between thinking a!1?will. It is.above al?1?portant
that no gap should exist between these two polar!ties,?o that m. adult life 1?wo?ld
become difficult for the thinking to find connexion with the will or the will with
the thinking. _

. . . .When the child first comes to school he should learn reading and wntmg m

the artistic way which was so well described in a previous number of CHILD AND

MAN. Too often he is straightway presented '!ith intellec?alabstra?tions,black
marks on a page-with which he has no possible connexion. If he is taught ?y .

means of pictures and stories, allowed to run the forms of the letters and to pamt
and draw them, his will activity will be rightly led over into the world of school.
Through the first seven years of s?hoollife,.from seven .to foU:rteel'!,.theteacher
must be an artist and must recognise the child as. an artist, ?eing hvin&'lyaware
that the powers which formerly worked as formative f?r?esm the physicalbody
are now metamorphosed into powers of the soul, artistic powers by means of
which he will come to know the world. The teacher needs not only to know, but
to live with the knowledge of such a transformat!on-:--andth?t.other, of.equal
importance, when these artistic powers become active m the spirit at the time of

puberty and emerge as creative thinking:.But this only c.omes about to the full
in those fortunate people whose education up to that time has taken account

of their real being and its natural growth and development. The teacher must
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be aware that thinking becomes emaciated,shadowlike and powerless when itdoes not go through these metamorphoses via the strong artistic feelinglife duringthe middle years of childhood. '

.

During these years the physi?alrht? of pulse- and heart-beat becomes estab-lished and a gre?t strength is ?uilt. into the child's whole organism whenrhyth? plays an important part. in his who]e life. His day should be ordered
according to rhy?-and thi?will_b?very satisfyingto the child himself. Every-
one knows J:iowintensely a child dislikes any interference with a well-establishedord?rof things. In school, he should learn tables and poems, not by calling on
an intellectu8:Imemory, b?t th;ough rhythmic activity. Eurhythmy will be ofuntold va?uem stren?ening his ?ense of rhythmic movement.The child of weak will may be given a little task, such as watering a plant, whichhe 1>:asto remember to carry out at a certain time every day. Not only in a child,but in any adu?twho feel?the need of such a discipline, this will be found to have
an alm?stmag?caleffect m strengtheningthe will I

.Agau?,a child needs t? d_evelo?attentiveness to. what he sees and hears. Thiscalls delicate powers of will mto h!ssenses and develops interest and love, which,as we have s:11?,form the best basis for learningto know the world. On the other?and, the will is weakened.and made flaccid when a child is called upon to learnmtellec?al!yfacts ana.subjects for which his mind is not yet ripe. The teacher?ust bring to ?hec?ild knowledgewhich is attuned to his development-formstanc?, the child will not be ready to learn mechanics until the age of twelve?he? his own skeleton becomes hardened and he experiences the laws of mechanics
m his own body. He should not learn algebra until his capacity for abstract?ough? has be?n to awaken?d so on. This whole question forms a verymterestin? and important chapter m the art of education of Rudolf Steiner.

.

The child who l?arnsto love knowledgeand to love nature is thus rightly preparedfor pubertyand '!tll be spared, to a grea! extent, the chaotic awakening to passionsand appetites which often be?etsth?child who has only learned with the intellectand thus has ?ot engaged his feelinglife. Such ·prematurelyawakened passionsenfeeble the will.
If the chil? is to. stand later as a strong independent adult, he needs to be

under authority durmg the first years of school life-the authority of one whom
he respects.and loves. A teac?erworthy of such love and respect will try to remove

as. ?an>': hindran?esas possible from the child's soul life and thus provide his
spmt with a fit instrument by means of which it can work in life. But while
directing the life of the child, he will reverently leave his spirit untouched and
thus aid, and not impair, his freedom. '

.

?er?aps the deepest c?>ncern of the true.teach.er}s t!iatthe young being who
1s tn h1?care shall _goout into the world 1;>?aringwithin h? a strong moral impulsethat will make ?im a powe? ?or.good in whatever social relationships he mayafterwards find himself. And 1t 1s Just here. that the most devoted and high-mindedtea?hercan make the greatest mistakes. His natural impulse is, perhaps, to giveethical teaching, to make sure the child knows right from wrong. It is jus? in this
sphere of morality that Dr. Steiner has thrown great light upon the training of
the will. To go fully into his wonderfully rich psychologywould carry us too far
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-perhaps future articles in CHILD AND MAN will be devoted to this subject.
Here, therefore, we will accept the statement that man's inner life plays between
the two poles of sympathy and antipathy-and that thinking can only arise on
the ground of antipathy. A little child merges himself with his surroundings,
but a man must deliberately

.

separate himself from that about which he wishes
to form objective thoughts. This antipathy remains unconscious, but is very real.
Through this fact we can understand that "if we give a child morality in the form
of concepts antipathyarises, even a slight disgust. Man's organism opposes moral
precepts and this plays an important part in modern social life."
How, then, shall we train the child in morality? Let us try to awaken his feeling

judgment by means of imaginativepictures. In his early years, fairy tales, fables
and myths will convey to him in picture form the great spiritual truths out of
which morality arises. A little later the child will delight in stories of heroes and
great men and women-his mind may be stored with pictures of high and noble
actions, with the beauty of sacrifice in pursuit of an ideal, of selfless courage and
devotion. But such stories must remain simelyas pictures, although the inner
meaning and truth must be aflame in the mind of the teller. The child is very
sensitive to the slightest flavour of"preaching," and will react adverselyaccordingly.
But if in the years before puberty th?rehas gradually grown within him a ?eeling
of sympathy for what lies along man s true path of development and of antipathy
for what lies in other directions, he may safelybe left later to shape his own course
in life. We rob him of one of his most important experiences as a young adult
if we do not allow him to awaken his own moral judgment and make his own
discoveries in this field. If we have prepared him in his early years by training
the will in the many ways I have tried to indicate, he will find himself in possession
of a powerful instrument which his own ego will direct and control. We have
helped him to forge the tools with which he can work upon his own development,
but we have left him spiritually free.

Most of us have to some extent been fettered and maimed by early inhibitions,
by intellectuality, or by a poverty-strickenartistic life. Perhaps those who stood
to us as authoriti?sduring our earlier Y<:?s did not reali?e!h? boundary:beyo!1d
which authority impinges upon the spint of another individual, making him
unfree. We may have spent our lives in an effort to lessen or eliminate the ill
effects of this early training and grow towards the full stature of what we were

meant to become. It would be beautiful if we could turn these adverse life-
experiences into instruments which help us to become more sensitive to the ways
in which we can help our children to stand in the moderri world as free and strong
human beings.

MARGARET BENNELL.
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Education in Hostel Life

A the opening of Michael ?all (then "The New School")twenty-four years
ago, two of the seven children were received as boarders into the school.
Since that time the number of boarders has steadily increased and nowstands at 160. As one hostel after another has been started, those of us concerned

with
.

this work ?ave become i?creasinglyaware of .the ?portant and positive
part it can play m a Rudolf Stei?ereducation. In this article an attempt will be
made to show what some of our aims are, in this sphere of work.
T?er? are some who think tha?boardingfor children is wholly good, othersthat rt is wholly had, and the yiews of most parents probably lie .somewhere

between these two extremes. This question does not, however, concern us at the
moment. The boarders have come to us, and a variety of circumstances has broughtthem here. Distance from the school is the most obvious one. Many mothers too
have work of their own for financial or other reasons, and there are, alas, al? ?
homes ?here la;k of harmony ?r actual separation of the parents makes boarding-school life desirable or essential for the children. Modern children moreoverespeciallythose born during the war years, are often in need of special'educationai
care which the p?r?nts do not ?lwaysfeel able to give. And we must remember
that the old tradition of boarding-schoolsfor children is deeply rooted in the
British people, for better or worse.
But tradition no longer has the hold that it did have, even in educational life

and it is clear to any unprejudiced observer that old bonds, old ties are loosening!
the relationship between master and man employer and employed, even parent
and child is changing, and in some cases'changing very rapidly. In the urge to
form unions, leagues, new communities and the like we see how men are
seeking new bonds with each other. But Rudolf Steiner has shown us how these
bonds can onl?be truly forged out ?f a knowledge of t?e spiritual nature of man.
Now when children, out of the circumstances of their lives, become boarders
in a school, they are brought to live together with many other human beings,and we must ask ourselves: How can we make this circumstance a fruitful one
for these children? How can they learn something,through this experience, which
will help them in later life to understand that the spirit within themselves dwells
also in their fellow human beings, and that it is the same spirit which lives within
the whole great world of nature? We believe the answer to be that if we ourselves
are continually striving to learn more and more of Rudolf Steiner's teaching about
man, w.e can gradually build up? li?e.forour children which wi}lstrengthen them
for their future tasks, through individual and common experiences, Hostel life
provides many opportunitiesfor such work, as I shall try to show.
It is by no means our purpose that life in a hostel shall prepare the children

for a "community" life, as such, later on, but rather that what they can learn from
each other, from the experiences shared and from the ordering of the whole life

.

of the day and the year, shall lay the foundations for a truer relationship between
man and man.

,

It i?, I believe, a mistake to try to build up a hostel life as like as possible to
(7]



the home life. Thi?may be misunderstood, for it is of course vital to provide such
features of home hfe as? for ins?anc?,a sen?e of secu!itr"and p?otection,care of
the health,freedom, gaiety, loving interest ?n the child s pursuits, surroundings
as beautiful as may be, .and many other obvious attributes of home life .. But one
must never forget ?hatthe chil?has also h!s own ht?meand family, in the back- .

ground. 1!1deed,with some children who live very intensely in the present, one
has sometimes even to keep fresh for them the memory of home. This can be done
?y the weekly letter-writing?helpingchildren to make gifts for their parents and
in other .ways•. But the relationship between hostel workers and children is bound
t? be quite.a different one from t?at betweenearei'lts and children, and the hostel
life very different also from the life in a family. We have no blood ties with the
children, nor they with each other. We have no direct knowledge or memory of
their babyhood and early childhood, and the children themselves are often many
of ?me ?ge together and come from different homes, upbringing, perhaps even

nationality or race. So we have to find our way to them, and they to us and to
each other, and from these new bonds, new blessings can arise for us all.
· On the other hand, hostel life presents new problems. When many children
live together in one house, certain of their powers are lessened. There is a kind
of excitement in living together. They do not always so easily remember their
little tasks and responsibilities, they get wild "crazes" for things, and when some

prank or naughtiness is suggestedby one child, where are the consciences of the
others? Flown away, or at best dimmed and often ineffectual, Rudolf Steiner once
said that one of the chief aims of education was to help the child to "stand upright
within the crowd"-how different life on the earth would be if every man had
attained this inward security. Such thoughts must constantly be in the minds of
those who have the care of children. If you can guide these strong social feelings
in a right direction, you will find your children can themselves be the builders
of a unified group, which in turn will give strength to each member of it.

The arrangement of the everyday life of the hostel can form a framework of
unity, within which there must of course always be scope for the freedom of the
individual. We begin our day by saying together Rudolf Steiner's morning verse:

"See I in the Sun, I think the Spirit of God.'' For this we stand in a circle, and
even this detail of form can help the children to feel that each one of them belongs
to the whole household. With faces towards each other we can, as it were, for one

brief moment of solemnity, shut away the outer doings, and say words which can

give the children an image for their souls, to be borne, albeit unconsciously, into
the actions of the day, At night the evening verse is said, but this time in the
small groups of each bedroom.
Another opportunity for all to meet together is provided by the meal-times. The

taking of food, the receiving of the giftsof nature for our very life, as a shared experi-
ence, is a deed of significance. One should not speak to the children in this way, of
course, but if we are conscious of these things ourselves, then the meals can be
times, not of silence and repression, but of a certain quietness and leisure in the

busy life of the day. The prevailing mood at a meal should be one of lightness,
gaiety and humour, but there can also be times when most interesting and pro-
found discussions can arise, even among these younger children. One day the

[ 8]

co?versationstarted by a ten .... year-old c?ild saying: "Does the King know about
Michael Hall?", and before we knew where we were we were off on the·
foundingof the WaldorfSchool, the di{!'erencesbetween us and other schcole,
my own personal memories of Rudolf Ste111erand so on. Thick and fast came the
eager questions, and their warm and spontaneous appreciation of their school was
expressed in no uncertain terms.

On Sundays .and o? winte?ev?ningsthe children meet in larger or smaller
groups for stories, wh1c?again bind them together, especially if the stery has .

been made up for a particular group of.children. However poor the content of
the story m:ay ?eem. to be, s1:1cha one rs always received with great eagerness.
Somewhere m his being th?ch1?dsurely_knows that one has worked (often struggled
and wrestled)to create this gift for.him, and this striving is in itself the better
part of the gift. O?c.e,afte?the telling of a story, of which the. inventor herself
had a very poor opinion, this conversation was overheard: "Did she make it up?"

"N h did 't" "Y h did " I I ·

- o, s e 1 n - es, s e 1
. And the fina cone us1on-"She can't have

done, it was muck too g<?od"lA doubtfulcompliment! .

.

Then there are special o?cas1ons during the course of the year which bring
us very near together. All birthdays, for example are celebrated by the singing
of the Birthday Song ("?any the stars that stand dverthe earth

••• "), a decorated
placeat the table and fr1en?sto te?:,Agrown-up birthday is a great event. There
1?muc?ado befor?hand(?1ththat half-secrecy"so dear to the heart of a child),
either m !he makmg of ?1ftsor preparing of an entertainment, and during the
?ay th? birthday perso? is tre?tedwith the utmost possible reverence and con-
sideration. l?deed,the ht?lechildren are still so near to that first great day when
they entered into earthly life that they cannot but recognise the celebration of this
day as th_esignificant event ?hich it truly is.

Sometimes we do a playm ?e hostel, either a co?ic one at .a farewell party
perhaps for someone who 1?l?avmg?or else a more serious one with parts to learn
and proper costumes. At different times we have acted a KingArthur Play, Roland
and Char/em?gneor The Christmas ,,Carol. It may be of interest to note that
these pJaysdiffer very much from the class plays done at school m. that children
of varying ages ?a??part. The o?derones carry out the bigger parts with a grave

·

sense of respons1b1hty,and the httle ones are more than proud to be in it at all.
In the summer we have an aJl-dayouting to the sea, when all the helpers in kitchen
house and garden are invited, and the children are the hosts. .

'

Even more important than ?hese last-named activities is the celebration of the
festivals of the year. Rudolf Steiner has shown us how in earlier times in dimmer
consciousness and out of instinctive feeling, man experienced in ? soul what
was going on in the world of nature during the course of the year, and how this
brou?htto him the know?edgethat t?esame .spiritwas workingin his own soul
and 1? the world about him. As man s consciousness grew clearer and his inde- ..

pendent power of thinking developed, this knowledgewas l0$t, and it is a tragedy
of <;>ur times that man can live his life, especiallyin the great cities, without any
knowledgeof his intimate connection with nature. A city man adapts his clothing
according to the weather and regulates his day by the clock, but a fine feeling
for the difference of mood of morning and evening, summer and winter, stilln?

. [9]



and storm, is rarely to be found. But now man has the task to re-form his relation-
ship to the world of the plants, the animals, the stones, to sun, moon and stars
no longer in instinctive feeling as of yore, but in the light of clear, conscioua
knowledge. The children, especiallythe children under fourteen, have not yet
attained.the power ?f independent thi!lking,an? should not yet attain it, but by
celebratmg the festivals of the year rightly, guided by anthroposophical know-
ledge, Wt: ca? give the children pictures which will sink deeply into their souls
and remain with them all their lives.
The most important of all festivals is of course Advent and Christmas: the

cr?wn of the year, the centre and the goal of all our work. How eagerly the
children_look forward to the First Advent Sunday when they know that the wreath
?f fir will be hanging in the sitting-room with its four candles, one more to be
ht each Advent week, and they know there will be an illuminated Advent picture
in the corner with little covered stars all round it, waiting to be opened. We meet

together in the evening and speak to the children about Advent or tell them
a little story, and then one child opens the first star window, and we begin our

carols. Every day till the end of the term we meet to sing, and every child opens
a star. On December 6th we celebrate the birthday of St. Nicholas. He suddenly
appears thundering on the door while we are singing, and he speaksto the children
and has a word of admonition or encouragement for one or another. How won-

derful that he knows who has been good and who has not l He brings a sack of
nuts and apples and also a birch rod which (up to now) he has always decided
to be unnecessary. The coming of St. Nicholas helps to prepare for Christmas,
and the children would not feel Advent to be complete without it. Finally, at
the. end of the term, we have our Christmas tree and crib, and one can truly
feel how the warm light of the Christmas candles shines down into the children's
hearts and finds its image there. We have often noticed how the children change
during Advent. Sharp words lose their edge, grudges are forgotten, the mischief-
seekers are absorbed in new interests, and with hands and voices the children
are eager to express the warmth which has awakened in their hearts. They want
to learn more and ever more carols, in two or three parts, in different languages
and with varied instrumental accompaniment. And with their hands they make

many lovely gifts for their parents or for other children, or something for the
crib, an angel or a candlestick, or little cl,aysheep or a donkey.

* * *

It is very interesting to notice the effect of children on each other within the

group. Close friendships are often formed, and they can learn many a poignant
truth by coming up against each other's difficulties and failings. The older can

help the younger, not only in practicalways with homework or handwork, or

helping to put them to bed, but also by showing what they themselves can do,
how they can be, at their age. This is something for the little ones to look up to

(or sometimes of course to eschew), and thus each child can come to see what
their own part is in the whole and to respect what the others have to bring. I
have often been amazed how seldom the

.

children quarrel, how rarely "cliques"
are formed, and what forbearance and patience is shown with any child who has
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perhaps a physicaldisability or an annoyinghabit or even a flagrant moral fault
And if such a child improves, how pleased and proud the others are as though
they themselveshad brought about this change,as indeed they often'have to an

amazing degree.
An important part of our hostel life is the sharing out of various tasks such

as s?ttingtables, clearing awa?, washing up, running errands and so on, and we
con.side?these to be of educ?tlonalvalue _apart from the actual assistance given.
This _willbe enlarg:edupon m a later article, but here the social aspect may be
mentioned. The children can come to understand, out of actual experience, how
much work has to be done to keep them fed and clothed and their house clean
?arm _and_comfortable.They often ?lsogive voluntary help in an emergencyo;
m case of 1llne.ss.?en we have children in bed (unless they are seriously ill or

have.an infectious disease) w_eencourage our children to help a little with the
nursing, and they love to do it. They can learn how to prepare a dainty meal for
a_convalescent, how to make a medical tea or inhalant, they can make the bed,
air the roo? and carry up the meal. ?ere again, through their own willing deeds,
they c?n discover how many a!1dvaried are the ways of service.
During the war, when Michael Hall was evacuated to Minehead we were

faced with a dearth of helpers, and there were occasional days when'one adult
had to look after a ?rou·p of twenty to twenty-fivechildren, single handed. This
proved t? be a_very m?eresting?xperience.We ha? 1:1"iedto build up an ordered,
reguJarlife which wa? ma certain sense.completein !tself.This made it perfectly
possible to be alone in charge, as the life of the children seemed to carry itself
along in an almost miraculous manner. The task of the one grown-up on such
days was completely different from usual. If there are two or three in charge you
can do all kinds of things with the children. One can be putting to bed, another
can be reading a story or playing with the children in the garden, a third super-
vising th? j?bs or ?omew<?rkor giving a hand with practising. If you are alone
these activities are impossible, so you have to do much less and l,e much more.

Every minute you have to remember to be a steady, unfailingcentre of all the
?ctivity-the hub roun?which the wheel of hoste!life must smoothly turn. This
is of course not a practice to be encouraged, but rt serves to show that if there is
a strong sense of unity in the group an emergency need bring no chaos.
These, then, are some of the.way? tnwhich we are striving to fulfil our. tasks

as hostel keepers. For many children attending our Schools life has determined
th?t they_shall be deprived of a continuous family life. Thereby they lose some-

thing which we can never restore to them. But through the guidance and teaching
of Rudolf Steiner we can striv?to give them something in its place, and we may
hope that when they go forth into the world, to bear the new responsibilities of
the fu?re, t?eirco_mm?nexperiencesin hostel life may h?vehelped them to find
the spmt which shines in the heart of every man, and which alone can bind men

together in a true way.
HELEN Fox.

(Note.-What is said in this article is based almost entirely on experiencewith
children from seven to fourteen years of age.)

.
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Discipline in a Rudo!/ Steiner School

0 NE of.the fayo?ri?eaccusations against a Ru?olf.St?iner School is that
there rs no discipline,and one of the greatest difficulties for a new teacher

.

is to establish orderly habits of behaviour .in his class.
It is natural that in any work where the old conventions are laid aside, the

n?w forms of life take some while to develop. Yet everyone will agree that some
kind of law and order is desirable. We cannot approve if children destroy beautiful.
materials,

.

or if they are cruel to those weaker than themselves. We can hardlyallow.deliberate disobedience or pass unchallenged rude and disrespectful
behaviour. Punishment in itself, however, rarely improves anyone, and it is well
known that the child who is always being punished is bound to be always in
mischief. We can condemn misbehaviour, but can we inspire the culprit to do
better?
_Inthe.end we can only attain the kind of co?d?ctwe desire by helping the

children in our care to unfold harmoniously. This is a long and strenuous task
and sometimes we need to bear with present shortcomings or lapses so as not to
lose our distant ideal. For this is the only real solution: the culprit has to become
a changed being.

In a Rudolf Steiner School the teacher has two strong aids to his task. The
first is the content of his lessons; for the curriculum is carefully planned so that
the subjects introduced meet with the inner needs of the child. For the new teacher
this does not alwaysappear to work at once. Children to-day are so restless and
unconcentrated that the magical s!1b?ect_matter m?y not seem ?o al?p?al.The
teacher has to think again and again in his preparation how to bring it ma way
to meet their needs. But his love and enthusiasm for his subject have in them
the power to succeed.
The second aid is, the teacher's bond of fellowship with the children in his

care. He may have some who present special difficulties or show marked antipathy,
but if he concerns himself with them sufficiently,if out of lesson hours he lives
with them in his heart, little by little he will gain the required authority; and
then the child who began by hating will learn to love and trust.
Both of these aids are long-term measures and the new teacher may be

faced here and now with a naughty and disobedient class. What can he do? The
first essential is the confidence that he will succeed in the end. Doubt is the greatest
enemy. It is only too easy for one who approaches his task in all humility to feel,
"The children are wiser than I. What right have I to assert my authority?" Then
the children will do just as they please to the misery of themselves as well as

everyone else, for they frankly acknowledge that they really like a strict teacher.
Our thoughts before entering the class-room should rather be, "The children are

no doubt greater personalities than I, but I am here because I have a certain
content to bring them. To offer this content worthily I need to win their attention
and for that I will patiently strive." The teacher who accepts his task as a weighty
responsibility will win his discipline.

One of the most important lessons for the teacher to learn is how to create
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the right mood in his class. It is notenough to enter the class-room in the morningthinking that hearty goodwill and the enjoymentof one's st1bjectwill carry one
through the day. We need to be able to play upon our class like an orchestra.
Sometimes the mood should be grave, sometimes gay, but just as in an orchestra
the different instruments have to play together, so in a class the different characters
and temperaments have to feel one another's presence? This unity is won in many
ways. One of the most important arts to develop with a class is the art of con-

versation, particularly where the children are led to be thoughtful. Any special
occasion can give the opportunity: in the younger classes, a birthday or the death
of a friend, a public event or a festival such as Christmas or Easter. The teacher
can perhaps speak to the children of how years ago they were not on the earth
at all, and years hence they will again have to leave the earth; and when they
came they had no possessions, they were tiny and naked, and when they leave
they will have to part from all they own. But after all did they really bring nothing
to earth, and will they really take nothing with them when they go? And then
the children will become attentive and give beautiful answers of which the teacher
himself would never think. The common interest in the theme binds them
all together.
Another art is that of helping each child to appreciate the others. The teacher

needs to handle children differently according to their temperament, and this is
so favourite a theme that I will not developit here; but a fact that is not always
recognised is that children should also come to understand one another's gifts and
shortcomings.There is often a <;inderellain the class and the teacher may-some-
times overhear such remarks as, "Oh, don't take any notice of Alice, she is cracked."
Then he must watch his opportunity to praise Alice. He can perhaps say, "Some-
times people laugh at Alice, but you see she is the only one who thought of
bringing flowers for the class-room. It would be good if all of you were so

thoughtful."
Perhaps, too; there is a very fidgetyboy and there is a task to be done of fetching

and carrying for which everyone is anxious to be chosen. Then the teacher says,
"Shall we let John do it to-day. Yousee, all of you -know how to sit still, but it is
so difficult for John he can't quite do it yet; so I think we must keep him busy
and then he will not worry you all." If children can be led to a sympathetic interest
in one another's weaknesses and a desire to help and put these right, the teacher
will find them powerful allies. Every class teacher knows how helpful a brotherly-
sisterly relationship can be in a class.
Now although we alwaysaim at working with the positive qualiti? rather than

punishing the negative, children's conduct does sometimes need drastic treatment.

Just as the Jews of the Old Testament needed to experience their God as a jealous
God who when they -med, revealed himself to them in wrath, so the children
between ;evenand ten sometimes need to experience righteous indignation. It is
far the most effective punishment if little boys are cruel, for their teacher to show

anger. It is essential during the class-teacher period that children should learn
to obey. Generally if a teacher is sufficientlypatient and firm even those who
oppose at first will obey in the end, but in cases of deliberate disobedience punish-
ment may be justifiable.
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EILEEN HUTCHINS

It is very often the children who come late into our schools who give rise to
the criticism of rude and unruly behaviour among our pupils. Those who have

suffe.redelsewhere from the strain of competitionand the punishments meted out
to the dull and inept, generally feel at first a sense of great relief. They begin
to gain confidence and become brighter and more friendly; then comes a kind
of rebound. They start to take advantage of the good-naturedpeople who are too
easy-going to punish them. With such children I think strictness and suitable
punishments are necessary as long as the teacher continues at the same time to
feel goodwill and to build up a more positive 'relationship.
With children in their very early teens it is often possible to get into a kind

of permanent state of war. Antagonismsat this age are very violent, and teachers
are rightly careful not to commit some action which the pupil may regard as

unforgivable. I have known many girls who have nurtured real or imaginary
wrongs, which they have never overcome. Here the problem is answered by the
attitude of mind which the teacher adopts. If he can refrain from all personal
pride a?d feelings of indignationthat he ?a·snot ?een tre?te?respectfully, if he
can again and again view the misconduct in an entirely objective way so that the
punishment can fit the deed and not be an act of personal pique, than he will
find that the situation begins to ch?ngeand the pupil, who opposed him, makes
a real connexion out of her interest in her lessons.

So far I have written of the individual teacher's task, but there is also the task
of collaboration in building up an orderly school life. It is easier to remain a

brilliant individualist than it is to agree with one's colleagues about a common

policy.Yet for the sake of new teachers it is important that good habits and good
traditions should be established. Just as certain courtesies in social life are helpful
in our intercourse together so certain regular habits of conduct are desirable in
a school, and these are not,difficult to attain if the staff are single in purpose. In
our own school, each class waits outside the class-room until the teacher arrives
and the lesson cannot begin until the children have entered, stood quietly behind
their desks, and said "Good rooming" or "Good afternoon" as the case may be.
At the end of the lesson they again stand behind their desks before being dis-
missed. If they know that the teacher is determined not to start until they are all

quiet, they soon grow used to this as a habit, and it is easier for all new teachers
when such habits have been acquired.

Of course other methods may be equally effective in other schools, but it is
a pity if each teacher follows his own individual line, for then in the classes of
the more casual members of the staff, disorder will reign. The class teacher himself

may be able to cope with it, b?t it is a terrible.experience f?r a newcomer to go
to a class-room where the children are shouting and chasing one another and
where he has to clap or stamp until they choose to attend. Yet this too is only
a habit; they behave in a way which has always been allowed. The more orderly
the arrangements we make for break-time and dinner-hour, for the .tra?c in the
corridors and the use of the cloak rooms, the more smoothly the daily life of the
school will run. It is worth while to make the effort.
The teachers also need to collaborate in keeping the school beautiful. Children

are very ready to take pride both in their class-rooms and their books, and when
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th?i? teachers are strict tha! litter should be cleared away or that untidy m?s$y
writing s?ould be done again, they accept this as just and right. They also take
pleasure m ?e personal appearance of their teachers and it is an aid to discipline
to be attractively dressedand well ?roomed.Every common deed has its particularbeauty:The cleaning and the washing ?p, the tidying of the dining room and the
preparing ?f veg?tablesare all t?o read!lyregarded as menial and unworthy, but
we have failed wit? the older children if we cannot set an example which makes
them -glad to share in these tasks.
T!te most ?it?lwork which !he teachers can do together is the studying and

sharing of their 1dea}sof educat10.n.Often when the annoyances of everyday drive
one to petty d?ahngs and misunderstandings,the thoughts awakened bya1:1throposo1hywith ?egardto the true nature of man, raise all judgments to a

higherlev?•
When difficult children have been discussed in this light even though

no actien is taken, they seem to feel themselves better understood and to respondaccordingly.
The problem of discipline cannot be answered once and for all; it has to be

met every day anew, and each teacher out of his own nature and attainments will
deal differently. Some will never have disorder in their classes and will always
command prompt obedience. Others will be surrounded by noise and movement,
yet t?e children will l?arn and make progress. The martinet is a great help in
keeping law and order m the general routine of life, but he may be too impatient
with those who are sensitive and delicate. The artist may give the most beautiful
lessons, but he may be incompetent in dealing with large gro?ps of children. As
a staff we need to recognise that each teacher has a valuable gift to bring and
each has some shortcoming that needs to be made good. Every virtue has its
shadow. Hence appreciation of one another's qualities is an essential founda-
tion of our work, and only through an active collaboration are we able to form
an orderly school life in which the children can unfold their individual gifts and
find their appointed tasks.

'

· Preparing Children for a Knowledgeof
their Native Land

(Reprinted from /7rije Opvoedkunstfor August, It948, by kind permission)

K teaching in the lower classes appeals to the inner riches the children
bring with them and the education tries to build a bridge between the
golden land of wisdom from which the children come, and the earth,

where they have to learn to live. The very young child is still one with his sur-

roundings, he feels that he is on the same level with the plants and animals, with
everything that is alive, and even with the lifeless things like stones and pebbles.
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One only has to watch a child playing out of doors, to he convinced of the truth
of this.
Duringthe first years at school, the great p_rocoss of isolation starts. But in the

beginning, the world is still so near to little · children, so much their own, that
for them· it is governed by the same laws as they are. AU creatures talk to each
other and joy and sorrow appear to them as they do to the children themselves.
But now the time has come to make the children more conscious of the great
wisdom in nature, in such a way that this process of becoming conscious is a

joyful one. Again and again one experiences how they recognise and .accept the
truths given to them in story form. This is done in many ways and to make it
clearer to you I would like to tell you something about the teaching of nature
as it was done in a second class at the "Vrije School" in The Hague.
I began this period one February morning when spring was in the air.. I asked

the children whether they remembered the story I had told them in the autumn,
about t!1etree that had given all its golden leaves to the wi!1?·Generously and
full of Joy it had parted with all the leaves that had dressed it ma cloak of gold
and fire. Little by little we recalled the story and then I began to tell them what
had happened to all the sun-gold,whic_hthe tree ?ad collec?edi? its leaves, and
which had fallen on to the earth after its dance with the wild winds of autumn.
It was more a description than a story. I talked about the darkness of the earth
into which the gold descended. Down there, in that darkness, were the gnomes
who received the sun's riches gratefully?ndguarded them full of reyere?ce. U?der
the earth it was not cold and dead as it appears on the surface ID winter time,
when the trees are bare and the groundi?frozen. ?o, do:wnther?,whe?ethe s?n's
treasures are guarded, an intense expectation prevails.This lasts till Christmastime.
Then a message comes to the earth. The gnomes who have w?tchedthe gol?
receive a sign, the Messageof Light comes to them. And they quickly start their
work to prepare for the new life of spri!1gon the earth. It was n<:>tnec?ssary for
me to talk further at this point. The children eagerly told me their stories of the

·

gnomes who helped the plants to grow, and how one could see the beginnings
of the different plants, each sproutingin its own peculiarway. The little sn?wdrop,
the crocus and the aconite were the first, that dared to start the great Jow.:ney
up to the ?urfaceof the earth. They had only to wait for the message of the sun.

Mother earth would release them as soon as the sun called them. It is difficult
for me to convey to you the right picture of what occurr?din the class ?uringthis
lesson. The intense mood, the eagerness, the blossomm&and fioweri!lgof ti?-e
children themselves, all were part of the story. The.attention of the childr?nd!d
not swerve for a minute. Hardly ever have I experience?the deep breathing ID

and out of a whole class in such a way as on that morning. After the story we

went for a walk. The pale golden alder catkins I
.

had seen on my way to school
had given me the <:_ourageto start the mornin?.Now ??ywere to help us further.
The early morning sun was lovely an? mild, the a? smelt of _thespring and

there was great joy at this unexpectedouting. I had said to the children that now

they must look and see whether they could discover some of the marvels we had
been talking about, and I led them past the places where I suspected.they could
be found. Suddenly they discovered the catkins in all their grace and beauty on
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the alder trees beside the water. I heard one of the children say, "Look at that
gold, the gnomes have brought it there." We saw some snowdrops and admired
them. They stood quietly and ·cou:rageouslydangling their little bells. We dis-
covered buds on the trees and shrubs. There was not very much to see as yet, butthe few things we did see impressed the children deeply and made this walk a

ve!Y importa?tone for the lesson. Shortly after, it started .to freeze again and the
children admired all the more the courage some of the little snowdrops showedin remaining above ground even during the frost.
After that, more of the story developed: how evety plant receives its share of

the golden treasure on its upward journey and how the gnomes whisper to each
the special mission it has to fulfil. The little 'snowdrop keeps her treasure hidden
in her calyx and surrenders with bowed head to the task of guarding the goldtill it had ripened and she can give it back to the earth. The crocus is bolder and
holds her calyx up. One day it opens and looks straight into the face of the sun,who gives light and love and lets it stream deep down into the heart of the little
flower. In this way we talked about many flowers, daisies, dandelions, sunflowers
and so on, which show so clearly the radiance of their golden treasure.
Now I wanted to put what the children had experienced into writing. In this

way a little poem was born-a verse at a time-and every part of it, as it was
finished, was received with great enthusiasm by the class. They worked hard at
it and very well, and they made many illustrations. Just before Easter it was ready
and I proposed to act it. It was not written as a play, but the possibilityof acting
it suddenly occurred to me. The class knew it by heart by this time. Now they
spoke it in parts and I realised how deeply the children had experienced it. It
was a lively performance. The children did not act, they were the gnomes, the
flowers and the animals.

Here is the poem:

SUN GOLD

Mother Earth receives with love
Gold of Sun in leaves and flowers.
Fallingon the fields and paths
Driven by the autumn showers.

Hidden deep down in the darkness
Where the gnomes live in the earth
Where they share their work together
Golds now waits for spring and birth.

Gnomes prepare and guard the seeds
Make them ready for new life
On the earth, when spring has come

¥ es, the gnomes they work and strive.

Look, that small and slender snowdrop
See ! she is the first to go
From the dwarf a golden treasure
She receives,yes did you know?
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on the bottom of the sea. On waking he sets out to find his place and work in
life and takes service with a bird-catcher in the woods. But when he catches the
wondrous snow-white bird, his master ? no understanding and takes it to be
a work of the devil. He fares no better with the gardener, when the golden bloom
unfolds on the rose-tree, Alas l Poor Goldener I His heart is greatly troubled,
when in his boat ?n the wild waves he casts his net in company with the oth?r
fishermen and brings a golden crown to light. He assures his master of his
innocence. There is no need for pleading. The old fisherman has wisdom and
remembers how of old the last king, who had no son and heir, submerged his
crown in the deep waters. There it had to rest till one came who would raise it and
rule. Great is the rejoicingof all the people as they welcome Goldener, who, pureof heart, has come to be their new king.
There is enough depth and mood in this story to reach the children's soul and

so provide one of the fundamental conditions for the language teaching at that
stage, .especiallyin the oral work: namely a foe?ng-unde!"8tanding,with.which
the children can follow and directly enter the foreign phrasing and expression.
Also the variety of characters could satisfy a whole ?lassand ?n_the interchange

of chorus work with individual speeches, children of different ability found scope.
There was enough repetition to make it easy to learn, enough variation to keep

it interesting all the time. Flowers, birds and fishermen could move on the stage
in different ways and with varied movements which revealed their own qualities.
To complete the play a fellow-teacher wrote some suitable music, which helped

immenselyto carry the mood and to shapean artistic whole.

"Oh be c:are.ful little Bower,
Here is sungold e'er you part."
And the snowdrop hid her treasure

Deep, deep in her Bower heart.

But the crocus free and bold
Said: "1 make the world so bright,
I can lift my little face
Straight into the Sun's great Light."

Who has broughtthat heavyload
High up in the alder tree-

Catkins full of light and gold
Swaying,peaceful, light and free.

After this verse, all the children who had had no special parts up till then were
taken in!o?heplay.. One was a bird, 9:nother.a flower or a rabbit. Ma?ybir?s
were whistling and singing and the gnomes said:

Seedlings sprout and buds are bursting
Birds so joyful, whistle, sing
Flowers blossom, bees are buzzing,
Little rabbits leap and .spring.

Sun of Easter, Golden Light
yes you make the whole world bright!

We acted this simple little play over and over again and the children never
seemed to get tired of it.

I can only give some slight indication of how this subject might be taught in
a Rudolf Steiner School. Each teacher, of course, will do it in his own way. But
I hope I have made it clear to you how the children are brought to a realisation
of the golden thread that weaves in all life thr?ug?the seasons of the Yeai:. ?n.d
we can also say that in every child a !reasure is h1dd?n,a treasure that, if 1?rs
guarded well, may radiate when the time comes to bnng more warmth and Joy
on to earth.

CHORUS

PAI RY

GOLDENER

Goldener unter dem. Lindenbaum
Goldener triumt einen lichten Traum.

(Tht Fairy apptars si11gi11gfro1116tA?111/tlzt limt lrtt.)
Der weisse Fink, die goldneRos'
Die Konigskron'im Meeresschoss

THEODORA V EENHOi'.

'

A German Fairy Tale Play for Cht1dren
about Ten Years Old

<,

A the end of the fourth class my children were able to learn and perform
in German a simple dramatic version.of the old fairy tale of ".Goldener"
the poor lonely.boy ?th golden hair, wh? dreams under.a h1n:ev= a

prophetic dream of his destiny and future. A fairy appears to him spmnmg a

golden thread and singing of a white finch, a golden rose, and a king's crown
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GOtI>BNlm Welch ein Trauni hat mir .getriiumet- • • •

(TIii sD11gis l,earJ. again.)
Dach nun Weiter,nicht getr!umet I

CHORUS G<>ldener wand?tduroh die Welt
Wandeit Ober Wi?'und F?d
Kommt an einen ?an? Garten
W o viele bunte Blumeuwarten.

blu • ten die Blil
• men, Wie Ster

- ne so

Fioweraonge==elP b 5 b I a ? ?

Gllrtner, lieber GJrtnermein
? du mich dein Geselle sein l

Ei gut; du kommst ·tnir grade recht
Mit Hilfe ateht es bei mir schlecht.

(He lenes GOLD!lf?ilalone to tend th j/OfJJers,
r,o/JicA gradual/' anfold as thy sing, t"4
go/Jen rose in 1/,emiddle.)

PLOWERS Es blttten die Blumen
Wi? Sterne so lidµ,
Wie lachende Augen
Im Erdengesicht.

GOLDENER

Lieber Vogelsteller mein
Lass du mich dein Geselle sein !

Goldener wandert durch die Welt
Wand? i1ber Wies' und Feld
Kommt in ein? grttnen Wald
Wo heller Vogelsangerschallt.

Ei gut, du kommst mir grade recht,
Mit Hilfe steht es bei mir schlecht.

(He gots- off /e(lf}ingGoldener to spread tne nets.

Tat /JirJs appear JJying and singing. At t/Je
end th r,pAitefinch is left in t/Jt middle.)

Flj?genbunte Vagelein,
5ingen Jaut und singen fein,
Dass as schallt,
Dasses hallt,
In dem dunkelgrflnenWald.

Bird's song

Bl?CATCHBll

CHORUS

BJBJ>S

GOLDENER

• aicht
•

Wie

-

Dass as sohallt,Sin· gen laut und sin· gen fein,Vo • ge • lein,
..... ....

Flei-gen. bun - t.e

GOLDENER Welch schane Rose
__,

dem dun-kel- griin-en Wald. l Mit goldenemSchein!Dass In
Kommt und seht
0 Meister mein !

I GAR.DINER Pack dich fort!
Noch diese Stand'

GOLDENER Ein edler Fjnk
Stehst m.it dem Basen wohl im Bund.Schneeweiss und rein f

rKommt und seht o Meister mein !
CHORUS Goldener wandert durch die Welt

Wandert tlber Wies' und Feld,
BJJU>CATCBlll Pack dich fort noch diese Stund' I Kommt zuletzt ans weite Meer,

Stehst nut dem Bosen wohl im Bund ! Fischerboote um ihn her.
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G()LJ)BNBR

THB OLD PlSHBllMAN

PISHBRMBN

COLDENEll

ALL THE FISHERMEN

THB OLD FISH!ll!AN

Fischer, ·lieber Fischer mein
Lass du mich dein -Gesetle sein-

Ei gut, du konuust mir .g?e recht
Mit Hilfe steht es bei mir schlecht !

( 1J?i1/JCOLDENBR /Je joi11sIlle oilier jisnerme11,
flJlzoappear rDfJJi11gwtr tAe sea, si11gi11g:)

In den hellen
Was.,erwellen
Wo die Hinken
Fischlein schnellen
Wirf die Netz' tief zum Grund
Wirf sie Weit zur guten Stund' I

• Ien Was • ser -wel • len Wo die flin • ken Fisoh • lein sohnel-len

Meister o Meister
Weho Weh!

•
Eine goldeneKrone
Bracht' ich zur H6h !
1hr sagtet es sei zur guten Stund'
Ich steh' mit dem Bosen nicht im Bund !

Goldener, Goldener Heil und Glilck,
Brachtest die Krone uns zurilck !

A1s der alte Konigkam zum Sterben
Hatte er ·kemen Throneserben
Da warf er die Krone ins tiefe Meer
Und sprach:
Ein neuer Konigersteh euch nicht
A1s bis die Krone kommt ans Licht.
Doch wer sie ans Licht bringt, die Konigskron'
Er sei mein Erbe,
Er sei mein Sohn!
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ALL THE PJSHERMEN

ALL JOIN IN THE SONG

J
Heil dir Goldener, Gliick und Heil
Eine .Kro? ward deinTell
Rein? Herzea ?erdar
J\lte Tiilume werd"enwahr.

Der weisse Ffnk,
Die gold'ne Ros'
Die Xanigskron'
Im Meeresschoss.

[Mtuit as for Jrst B@g.]
BaoNJA·HttTTKn
Mtuic ":JEJiZ41NtA 1 aeol,s
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